HAUNTINGS VERSUS DARK ENTITIES
– Monika Muranyi

Do hauntings exist? Yes! Do dark entities exist? Yes! Are hauntings and dark entities
the same thing? No! How do you tell the difference? It’s easy, but many people will not
like the answer because it’s too simple and doesn’t hold any mystery and drama.

T

he difference between the hauntings of ghosts, and
the presence of dark entities is really quite simple.
Hauntings are a repeated pattern of events that happen over and over in the same fashion. The presence
of dark entities, of any kind, are energies which are
separate, unique and do not repeat the same pattern. The term ghosts are often used interchangeably
between the two, but for the remainder of this article ghosts will be the description of the apparitions in
hauntings, not dark entities, demons, evil spirits or
poltergeists.
There are many wild and numerous theories and
explanations about hauntings but the information that
resonates with me the most is the channelled information from Kryon as given by Lee Carroll, the original
Kryon channel. I think it is worth a brief explanation
about what channelling is, and is not! Channelling is
often misunderstood and sometimes seen as spooky
and weird and there are those who feel it is evil. Many
don’t want to know about any information that has
been allegedly channelled from an invisible mysterious entity.
Channelling has been defined as divine, inspired
words (or energy) of God as imparted to humans by
humans. If you consider the number of beautiful artworks, sculptures and music on the planet, most of
this has been created in what is known as channelling.
In fact, channelling is more commonplace that what
most people think, but there is often a stigma about it
that makes it strange. So channelling is nothing new
and the responsibility remains with us to use our own
discernment about the information being conveyed. A
general litmus test is to discern if the messages are
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useful for everyone, uplifting, honoring and match
the vibration of a loving and wise God.
Lee Carroll has channelled Kryon since 1989,
perfecting the art of delivering pure love and profound
information for all of humanity. Kryon tells us about a
beautiful and elegant energy accounting system that
has been created for us. Every Human that has ever
lived on the planet has a multi-dimensional component, which is energetically etched and imprinted on
the Earth by his/her actions. Our human consciousness is powerful, and our emotions are especially so.
This energy is actually stored in an esoteric, multi-dimensional grid of the planet called The Crystalline
Grid.
You can’t see this grid, but it holds or remembers energy. It is called The Crystalline Grid as a
metaphor of crystals, which also hold frequency and
vibration. In certain conditions where the interaction
of humans have come together in a profound
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If it’s just an imprint, why can some people interface
with it, or even seemingly talk to the characters in the
apparition? The reason is because the recorded consciousness is active energy. This recorded energy
doesn’t feel much different from our reality, except that
it was from another time. If you played a recording of
a Human voice to an individual 300 years ago, they
would swear there was a Human in the room. There
would be no convincing them otherwise.
scenario, such as a murder or sudden death, this grid
will create an energetic informational imprint of the
event. This imprint will then replay itself over and over,
like a recorded loop of reality and emotion, at the very
location of the event. The grid has stored this emotion,
and will continue to play it back in a cycle of time.
Often, we experience this recording as something
that happens in a haunted house. In this scenario the
energetic event repeats itself over and over and nothing new happens. The door will open and close, the
lights go on and off, a chair rocks for a while – then
stops. When you are at the haunting, and overlapping
with its energy, it gives you chills because it’s real! It
happened, and it can even interface with you because
the imprint is an imprint of our reality through emotion.
Hauntings carry certain scientific attributes that are
measurable, including changes in the strength of the
magnetic field in the area, light fluctuations, gravity attributes, and even time anomalies. Sometimes there is
also temperature change, always to the cold side. All of
these qualities point to a multi-dimensional event, out
of our 3D reality.
For many, hauntings can appear to have a “life consciousness” but this is an illusion. It’s a very real energetic imprint, a “reality recording.” This explains why
some scientists are able to measure these changes
with their equipment in the alleged haunted places, and
film it all in a dramatic television series, and broadcast
it later as paranormal activity. People love seeing things
out of their own reality, which is exactly what this is.
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The Crystalline Grid is a multi-dimensional storage grid.
It is responsible for your being able to “feel something”
in a battlefield of 100 years ago. The consciousness of
past emotions and even the knowledge of the individuals involved may still be there in that multi-dimensional
“soup.” That means that a medium can communicate
with a deceased person’s imprint, talking directly to
the source information, which is still accurate and represents their life. Specific questions that the deceased
human would have known in life, such as “Where is
your secret diary?” are very answerable because
the memory and consciousness of that Human still
exists within the imprint. However, if questions such
as, “are you in heaven?” are asked, the imprint will
only respond with what they were taught as a Human.
Often, they respond only with the platitudes that were
told during their life.
In direct contrast to hauntings, dark entities are seemingly able to interfere with humans, creating great fear
and sometimes physical harm. According to Kryon
the definition of dark is an attribute where there is no
light. The significance of this definition is that darkness
does not exist; it is simply what is left when there is no
light. Light is active and darkness is not. Kryon says
there is no such thing as evil spirits from another place.
Instead, the greatest evil power on earth is found in
the minds and intentions of humans, on this planet.
Humans are very capable of manifesting darkness just
like they hold the power to manifest light. With total free
choice, the creation of evil is not only possible, but it is
done all the time, but through the power of the Humans
… not outside forces.
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Our planet has been open to evil because Human consciousness has allowed it, created it, and made it real.
Does it make sense to you that if Human consciousness can create demons, it can also dispel them? If
so, then how? The answer, as given by Kryon, is to
simply create light. Within each of us, this can be
accomplished by loving ourselves, and understanding
the core of who we are: The Creative source – God.
The laws of conscious physics will not allow darkness
in a Human Being who actively loves their self. Where
there is light, no darkness can exist.
When you start to love yourself and increase your selfworth, your life begins to change. Evil cannot exist
where there is light, and love represents the purity of
the light of God within the Human Being. Thankfully the
collective consciousness of humanity is starting to increase in wisdom, intelligence and spiritual awareness.
Actions that lack integrity are becoming noticed and
are no longer acceptable. Slowly, humanity is changing
and human nature is beginning to change.
In generations to come, the negative things we see on
our news today will take a back seat to the positive
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things. The idea of humans killing each other on purpose will be seen as barbaric and from a past age. It
will be viewed as something that does not belong to
modern humanity. Instead, humanity will begin to fall
in love with itself so that they will not allow war. One
Human Being will see another Human Being and recognize the magnificence of both. Tolerance will be the
normal mode of existence, and the darkness that now
allows for evil will be something relegated to a distant
past.
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